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The field of Cultural Heritage (CH) comprises many rare, valuable, and fragile samples. For this very reason,
non-invasive and non-destructive techniques are the most preferred for their analysis. Among these tech-
niques, XRF allows a fast elemental characterization of the artifacts, detecting a high range of elements. XRF
also allows quantitative analysis, which is more feasible and reliable if the samples are of infinite thickness
for the considered radiation, homogenous, and flat. Unfortunately, many samples related to the CH field are
inhomogeneous, often presenting a layered structure. Indeed, they may have been created as a series of layers
(like painting, surface-decorated ceramics, or gilded metals) or their surface may have been altered by crust
or patina formation over the surface. In these cases, it can be helpful to characterize the composition and the
thickness of each layer to support inferences on the materials and technology employed to produce the layers,
or on the alteration process behind the presence of the crusts.
The characterization of the layered structure can be performed through data analysis, l (Ka/Kb La/Lb ratio,
Monte Carlo simulations [1,2]); by employing lenses to select the volume of analysis (Confocal XRF) [3]; or
by developing a proper experimental set-up. For nanolayers, it is possible to use grazing emission or grazing
incident XRF [4], while for thicker layer angle resolved XRF (AR-XRF) [5] can be performed. AR-XRF is an
experimental set-up in which the sample is analyzed at different angles; the intensity of the elements’charac-
teristic lines changes according to the path length crossed by the radiation.
After different trials withAR-XRFwithmetals and ceramic samples [6,7], in this work, we have applied GI-XRF,
GE-XRF, and AR-XRF at the XRF beamline of Elettra Synchrotron (proposal numbers 20220027, 20230192), to
analyze ceramics samples, aiming to test and evaluate the possibility to employ these techniques to study sam-
ples in the field of cultural heritage. The samples analyzed are part of the Renaissance Italian luster production
and are decorated with a complex layered structure. Above the lead-tin white glaze, one or more layers of
colored glaze create the first layer of decoration (hundreds of micrometers thick) and on top, a finishing luster
layer (hundreds of nanometers thick) gives the characteristic iridescence. The analysis with GI and GE-XRF
has helped in distinguishing the element present in the luster layer, while AR-XRF has been employed to
perform a more in-depth study of the glaze.
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